COLD PROTECTION GLOVES

When it's cold outside, you need gear you can trust. Cordova Safety Products provides a core collection of cold protection gloves to keep you safe, seen, and warm.

**COLD SNAP™**
The Cordova Safety Products Cold Snap™ brand of gloves is designed for cold protection and individualized for a wide variety of applications – from outdoor work to outdoor fun.

**COLD SNAP FLEX™**
- 2-Ply Thermal, 13-Gauge, Red Nylon Shell
- Brushed Acrylic Inner Lining
- Black Foam PVC Palm Coating
- Item: 3901

**COLD SNAP MAX™**
- 2-Ply Thermal, 13-Gauge, Red Nylon Shell
- Brushed Acrylic Inner Lining
- ¼ Dipped, Black Foam, PVC Palm Coating
- Item: 3905

**COLD SNAP XTREME™**
- 2-Ply Thermal, 13-Gauge, Red Nylon Shell
- Brushed Acrylic Inner Lining
- Fully Dipped Latex Coating
- Item: 3915

**COLD SNAP THERMO™**
- Dual-Layered, Fully Coated
- Blue Sandy Latex Textured Finish
- Item: 3988

800.458.8763 www.cordovasafety.com
Cordova Safety Products-brand OGRE™ gloves (Oil, Gas, Refinery Equipment) are designed for those down and dirty jobs that require gripping power and impact protection.

**OGRE**
- Green Spandex Back w/ TPR Protectors
- Corded Canvas Palm
- Hipora® +70 gram Thinsulate™ lining

*Item: 7732*

**OGRE ICE™**
- 2-Ply, 13-gauge, Machine Knit Shell
- Brushed Acrylic Lining
- Black, Sandy Nitrile Coating
- Aramid®-Reinforced Thumb Crotch
- TPR Protection & Hammer Guard

*Item: 7737*

**OGRE CR +ICE™**
- 2-Ply, 13-gauge, Hi-Vis HPPE/Glass Fiber Shell
- Cut- & Thermal-Resistant
- Brushed Acrylic Lining
- Red, Sandy Nitrile Coating
- Interior Foam Palm Padding
- Aramid®-Reinforced Thumb Crotch
- TPR Protection & Hammer Guard

*Item: 7738*

**OGRE™**
- Hi-Vis Lime Spandex Back w/ TPR Protection
- Hipora® Micro-Porous Lined
- Corded Canvas Palm
- Aramid®-Reinforced Thumb Crotch
- Neoprene Cuff w/ TPR Pull Tab

*Item: 7730*

**OGRE™**
- Hi-Vis Lime Spandex Back w/ TPR Protection
- Hipora® Micro-Porous Lined
- Orange Synthetic Leather Palm w/ Raised Silicone Grip
- Kevlar®-Reinforced Thumb Crotch
- Neoprene Cuff w/ TPR Pull Tab

*Item: 7710*

** OGRE-GT™**
- Premium Grain Goatskin Driver
- Aramid/Glass Fiber Fabric Thinsulate™ Lining
- Padded Double Palm
- TPR Protectors
- Shirred Elastic Wrist
- Keystone Thumb

*Item: 8545*

**PIT PRO™**
- Blue/Black Spandex Back
- Black Synthetic Leather Double Palm
- Thinsulate® Lining
- Reinforced Thumb Crotch
- Breathable Perforated Forchettes
- Knuckle Flex Panels
- Hook & Loop Wrist Closure

*ITEM: 77011*
Featuring 3M Thinsulate™, the warmest thin insulation on the market, Cordova Safety Products-brand FreezeBeater® Gloves keep working hands toasty warm even in the coldest conditions. All FreezeBeaters are Aramid®-sewn, heavy-duty gloves and feature a three-layer lining of Tricot, Thinsulate and foam. They also provide a double palm and an extended knit wrist with continuous-pull strap.

FreezeBeater®
really warm gloves

Featuring 3M Thinsulate™, the warmest thin insulation on the market, Cordova Safety Products-brand FreezeBeater® Gloves keep working hands toasty warm even in the coldest conditions. All FreezeBeaters are Aramid®-sewn, heavy-duty gloves and feature a three-layer lining of Tricot, Thinsulate and foam. They also provide a double palm and an extended knit wrist with continuous-pull strap.
Cordova Safety Products offers a variety of insulated leather drivers and palms with different types of insulators designed to warm and protect the hands.

**DRIVERS**

**COWHIDE**
- Premium Grain, Fleece Lined
  - Item: 8245
- Premium Grain, Fleece Lined
  - Item: 8240
- Premium Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  - Item: 8255
- Premium Grain, Thinsulate™
  - Item: 8255WYH
- Standard Split, Thermal
  - Item: 8248
- Standard Split, Pile Lined
  - Item: 7902
- Standard Split, Fleece Lined
  - Item: 7910
- Premium Split, Therma-Cor™ Brushed Lining
  - Item: COR787752/COR787753

**DEERSKIN**
- Premium Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  - Item: 9050

**GOATSKIN**
- Premium Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  - Item: 8550

**PIGSkin**
- Premium Grain, Fleece Lined
  - Item: 8922
- Premium Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  - Item: 8942
PALMS

COWHIDE
- Split, Fleece Lined
  Item: 7265

COWHIDE
- Split, Thinsulate™ Lined
  Item: 7270

PIGSkin
- Grain, Filament Lined, Convertible Cuff
  Item: 8765

PIGSkin
- Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  Item: 8750

PIGSkin
- Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  Item: 8760

PIGSkin
- Grain, Therma-Cor™ Lined
  Item: 87802/87801/87804

PIGSkin
- Grain, Fleece Lined
  Item: 87812/87811/87814

PIGSkin
- Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  Item: F8750

PIGSkin
- Grain, Thinsulate™ Lined
  Item: F8760
INSULATED SUPPORTED PVC

These insulated supported PVC gloves are ideal for cold applications. They protect against caustics, acids, bases, detergents and solvents. In addition, they provide excellent resistance to most acids, oils, animal fats, caustics, petroleum hydrocarbons, and alcohols.

Flex-Rite ICE™
- Red, Flexible, Cold-Resistant PVC
- Seamless, BOA Acrylic, Machine Knit, Thermal Lining
- 12-Inch Length
Item: 5325

Gaunlet Cuff
- Orange, Single-Dipped PVC
- Foam-Insulated Lining
- Smooth Finish
- 12-Inch Length
Item: 5700G

Knit Wrist
- Orange, Double-Dipped PVC
- Foam-Insulated Lining
- Textured Finish
- Knit Wrist
Item: 5700F

Safety Cuff
- Orange, Single-Dipped PVC
- Foam-Insulated Lining
- Smooth Finish
- Rubberized Safety Cuff
Item: 5710F

Safety Cuff
- Tan, Single-Dipped PVC
- Foam-Insulated Lining
- Textured Finish
- Rubberized Safety Cuff
Item: 5710T

At Cordova Safety Products, our mission is to keep you safe at work and at home by supplying core safety protection. We have the brands and range of products to confidently serve your safety gear needs, and we have been trusted to do so for 25 years. If we can't find what you need, it doesn’t exist. If it doesn’t exist, we can work with you to make it happen.